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Abstract: In the creating virtual "Simulator" is the possibility of a system approach applying to the visual and
logical definition for defects species, to identify the stages of their formation and the creation of conditions to
eliminate casting defects. For stable memorization of processes occurring in the casting mold and the
elimination of defects, used animated representations of these processes in the dynamics and phase review.
To expand the opportunities of more accurate casting defects identification and elimination in the "Simulator"
we have expertise and modeling systems for optimizing processes to improve the castings quality. Creating
"Simulator" uses materials of the book "System of determining and eliminating hot tears in the casting of iron
and steel" Application of the developed simulator for training students and engineers in foundries, showed the
effectiveness of the methodology perception for systematic identification and elimination of defects. Outlined
further ways to improve the quality of castings, consisting in a rolling animated analysis of the casting
formation process used in the defect-free production development and for castings technological design. 
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INTRODUCTION etc.) This paper will briefly present some fragments of the

Production of quality casting requires for casters to cracks.
have increased knowledge of the processes taking place In the simulator is considered a list of the partitions
in the form of the casts’ formation. As practice shows, a for a range of research in liquidation defects of castings
number of experts are sometimes encountered difficulties in the following direction:
in making the right decisions in the technological project
development process and to identify and eliminate casting The  definition  of   visual   defects   in   a   logical
defects. To assist in making the right decisions foundry way the tree species (Fig. 1), created on the basis of
technologists and students of universities create a systematic approach to the characteristic
automated systems like "Simulator of a defect-free differences  between  the   defects   of   castings.
production of castings skills development" in the This is followed by control questions on the
directions of the studied defects. "Simulator" uses a assimilation of certain species of shrinkage defects
visual and logical representation for the processes of origin.
casting defects occurrence and elimination that take place Step by step analysis of the hot cracks causes
in the casting mold The use of visualization processes occurrence using a defective castings. 
have approximately 60% increase in digestibility of the Animation (visual) representation of a complete and
methodology to improve the quality of castings students step by step process of a considered crack
and technologists, so simulator is an effective tool in occurrence. Drawing up the chains of cause-and-
improving skills of the accelerated production of high effect relationship between the kind of cracks and
quality castings. Each automated system is applied to a causes its occurrence.
group of defects with the most similar characteristics Animation (visual) complete phase-out process
(such as cracks, shrinkage defects, oxidized gas shells, representation of castings crack elimination using the
gas shells are bright, non-metallic inclusions, underfilling, results for cause-and-effect relationships. 

"Simulator" using in study of a single defect of crack - hot
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Fig. 1: Selecting a group of defects to determine the crack determine the type of defect investigation, in particular,
type with the hot crack (Fig. 2). Further by pressing a separate

Fig. 2: Select the type of cracks in their general view for system of this defect variation definition. Studying the
comparison with the previously studied casting defect "gate" we note that the surface of the

Causes of crack occurence graph representation with see clearly visible broken crack. As described by the
the completed chains of cause and effect distinctive features of the steps in learning the material to
relationships to supplement the data bank. determine fractures species using visual logic model, the
Graph representation ways to eliminate defects with defect is considered as a hot crack. By analyzing the
the results obtained in research to supplement the structure of the casting we can note that on its design
data bank. This is followed by control questions on feature - place of the hot crack occurrence - is the peak of
mastering determine the causes and ways to eliminate protruding form part. In the process of metal casting to
cracks. form the protruding portion of two sides is in contact with
Verification of the results to determine the cause and the gains and accumulates a considerable amount of heat
ways to eliminate the defect on the convergence of from the metal mass. Upon cooling, the process of casting
the determination results on the "expert system" for metal shrinkage is occured, which is pronounced in the
the same defect species; thermal nodes, which include the walls of the casting
The simulator allows simulation of the gas regime of joints. During shrinkage stresses arise in the solidifying
the mold and solidification, based gating systems for metal, which relax in the form of hot cracks in the metal
iron and steel, etc.; with the lowest strength. That place in the considered
There is considerable information applications for the casting is the peak of the convex form side, where the
material in question. high temperature of drenched metal remains. 

In created "Simulator" we used textbooks materials,
sections of which were published in [1,2], as well as
materials on automated systems, published in [3-7]. 

Fig. 1 shows a tree casting defects, which is the
beginning of the considered defect analysis. Choose a
defect in the "non-continuous in the casting body." If
you  enable  this  group  you'll  see  the  screen  of   its
sub-sections, which are selected by "Cracks". Click on the
casting image and you'll see it in a huge size for better
viewing in the study. The selection sequence [8] of
presented images with descriptions on the screens, we go
down on the tree to the lower level of defects and

key we can enter the section and study materials to
determine the species of fractures using visual logic
model [9]. After that, if desired, you can answer the test
questions to determine the species of defects (Fig. 3), to
obtain an estimate on the acquisition of knowledge,
acquainted with descriptions of correct answers and use
data application to study interested questions of cracks
occurence and elimination.

The next part of the research is the identification of
the hot crack formation stages in casting "Gate" Similar
cracks may occur on other castings, including to "Side
rama", as the conditions of the similar defect occurence.
Casting is shown in Fig. 4, where the left side shows the
cast with the profits and the right - an enlarged location of
the hot cracks occurence. We analyze the possible
options of relations between the causes to the defect
occurrence is often found - hot crack detection and

thickened casting part in the junction of its walls, we can
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Fig. 3: Testing to determine the type of the crack with rating items of knowledge

Fig. 4: Studied casting with defect "A hot crack" casting,  we  note that the fracture occurs sporadically.

After the presentation of information about the defect production of a melting furnace, pouring the metal comes
origin, we use it to identify the possible defect formation from the five-ton ladle. The first forms can be filled with
stages by constructing a chain of cause-and-effect hot metal (possible formation of hot cracks) and
relationships. The analysis indicates a defect, the hot subsequent forms colder (no formation of cracks).
crack formed in the walls of the casting compound in the Consequently, the connecting link [10] between the
region of the thermal unit, which can be attributed to the variation of the defect and its causes are lack of technical
first stage of the defect. Formation of the crack occurred solutions to improve the strength of the casting in place
from the form side, on the apex angle of the projection, of crack and high temperature of cast metal. 
where in the process of metal cooling and solidification For a more complete picture of the crack occurrence
over a long period of time remains high temperature. This process, acquiring skills to define the defect stages and
is the second step in the hot crack formation conditions. the building of cause and effect chains, we use an
The process of metal shrinkage is associated with a animated hot cracks formation process during the
reduction in its volume and the creation in state of stress, manufacturing cycle casting. 
which in most cases is expressed in the occurrence of Fig. 5 on the right side shows the casting of "gate"
shrinkage defects. When a small amount of thermal node and the fragment thereof with the hot crack. On the left
and at elevated temperature on one side of the form in side on the figure represented an animated piece of the
particular by the vertex angle of the projection, the mold in the form of projecting angle with the alleged
realization of shrinkage stress is possible at high birthplace of hot cracks. On this fragment is a mold during

temperatures near the top of the projection angle. Such
realization of stress state can be attributed to the third
stage of the defect formation. The fourth step of defect
forming is in a low strength metal casting of top corner
shaped projection which has a high temperature. The fifth
stage of the crack conditions occurs when excess voltage
from metal shrinkage of its strength in the top of the
protruding corner of the form. At this point begins the
process of hot cracks formation. 

By studying the possible cases of cracks in this

The temperature by the cast metal is controlled in the
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Fig. 5: Animation process fragment of a hot crack Fig. 6: Elimination of a hot crack animation process
formation fragment at the expense of strengthening-cooling

the formation of hot cracks, i.e. the last stage of the defect
occurrence. Let us consider all the stages of the crack Considered a gradual path of the defect formation
formation. At the junction of the horizontal and vertical process it is presented in the form of cause and effect
walls of the casting, the thermal unit filled with metal, relationships chains. Chains consist of the following
which is the first step in the formation of the defect. At stages:
the completion of the cycle hot metal casting begins
intense heat on the projection forms a contact angle of the Presence of thermal molding assembly;
metal on both sides. The highest temperature peak is Presence of the protruding portion in the hot cracks
projecting corner of the form (the second stage in the forms;
formation of the defect). Next begins the stage of Die casting hot metal and intense heat serving its
solidification casting elements with the intensity, parts;
depending on their thickness (third step). Thinner walls Creation of a stress casting temperature state of the
are cooled faster molding elements having a thicker wall. thermal unit and serving its the form;
For thicker elements include thermal unit, which has a Formation of shrinkage stress casting;
large mass of metal and high temperature acting corner of Occurrence of hot cracks due to high temperatures
the form. Further there is the final stage of solidification cast metal in contact with the protruding part of the
with the initial stage of a stress (fourth stage). On cooling mold. Such a chain of cause-effect relationships
the casting stresses arise, which in certain cases may should be built in the study casts with different
cause cracks. In this animation the process of the hot defects.
cracks occurrence is shown in Fig. 5, where there was a
defect in the thermal unit from a heated serving top part of Consider the elimination of hot cracks animation
the form (fifth stage). The defect represented as highly process, built on the results of the above cause-and-effect
visible deep intergranular fracture. relationships in the form of the defect formation stages.

Submitted  stages  of  hot   cracks   castings As described above, hot cracks occur due to insufficient
formation can be divided into technological and strength of the metal at the moment of occurrence of the
production. By the technological stages of formation of shrinkage process the alloy. There are several ways to
hot cracks, established at the development of the project eliminate hot cracking is to reduce the temperature of the
include: cast metal, the use of layering the mixture with a high

Lack of technological solutions to improve the The elimination of existing methods of hot cracks selected
strength of the metal in contact with a protruding the one that neutralizes [11] adverse effect of a number of
thermal unit form element. factors that contributed to the cracking. In this technique

To the production stage in the formation of the defect Fig. 6 shows a fragment of an animated
include: representation of the solidification process with executed

High temperature metal poured into the mold. occurrence of hot cracking. The ribs are formed as

edges installation

coefficient of thermal storage, the use of cooling fins, etc.

there are used in a number of factories cooling ribs. 

strengthening-cooling fins, which prevents the
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depressions on the top corner of the form and projecting
into contact with the hot crack formation line. The edges
of small thickness (typically 0.1-0.3 casting wall thickness)
rapidly solidify and, with its greater strength, taking over
much of the stress. The correct application of the edges
system in a tight spot cast, significantly strengthens the
position of hot cracking, which reduces the defect risk.
The most effective use of ribs manifested when used in
the casting steel with low crack resistance. In Fig. 6
cooling fin is completely cured and able to withstand
considerable stresses caused by the process of the metal
shrinkable.

Overall system determine the cause and ways to
eliminate cracks is presented in the simulator in the form
of graphs. The structure of the developed systems, to Fig. 7: Title format "Expert system" on identification of a
determine the crack types of their causes and methods for hot crack
elimination, is the graph to determine the hot cracking
cause. In the graph included:

Visual production model to determine the
characteristic distinguishing features of the cracks in
the form of hot cracks;
Chain of cause-and-effect relationships stages of the
hot cracks formation; 
Part of the conceptual model to identify the causes of
hot cracking.

Also in the system to eliminate the defect is due
conceptual model of the causes and ways to eliminate
highly visible cracks, sometimes internal, often outside
with dendritic relief gray-blue color. The defect is in the Fig. 8: Three-dimensional schedule for the reasons of a
form of deep inter-crystalline cracks located at the thermal hot crack occurrence definition
nodes or enlarged feeders, as well as intermittent winding
lines that appear in the thick walls with intractable rods, by 20-30%. From this screen you can further call the table
etc. to the causes of defects and their values??, as well as get

Further knowledge is checked to determine the cause a short or extended recommendations to eliminate hot
of defects under consideration and evaluation of cracks. Users with a little practice of research can verify
computer puts on the test results. the correctness of the defects on expert systems, their

After determining the cause of hot cracking is carried causes and ways to eliminate it.
out to confirm these results on the convergence of the Except as described in the "Simulator" has an
determination results on the "Expert System" of the same automated  system  for  calculating  gating  systems  for
defect variety. Fig. 7 shows the format of the "expert iron  and  steel  with  the  issue  through  the  printer
systems" title to identify conditions for the appearance of working  drawings  funnels,  pouring  cups,    trapezoid
hot cracks. The program introduces the date technological and  centrifugal  slag  traps,  chokes   and    other
parameters of a defect, the result of which processing with elements.
the knowledge matrix [12] shown in Fig. 8 in the form of
three-dimensional graphics determine the hot cracks REFERENCES
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